Abstract. Problems concerning approximation of real-valued continuous functions of a real variable by polynomials of degree smaller than n with various linear restrictions have been studied by several authors. This paper is an attempt to provide a unified approach to these problems. In particular, the notion of restricted derivatives approximation is seen to fit into the theory and includes as special cases the notions of monotone approximation and restricted range approximation. Also bounded coefficients approximation, c-interpolator approximation, and polynomial approximation with interpolation fit into our scheme.
1. Introduction, preliminaries, and examples. Problems concerning approximation of real-valued continuous functions of a real variable by polynomials of degree smaller than n with various linear restrictions have been studied by several authors. This paper is an attempt to provide a unified approach to these problems. In particular, the notion of restricted derivatives approximation is seen to fit into the theory and includes as special cases the notions of monotone approximation and restricted range approximation. Also bounded coefficients approximation, -interpolator approximation, and polynomial approximation with interpolation fit into our scheme. (See examples in this section.)
Let E denote a compact subset of the real line and let CE denote the real space of real-valued continuous functions on E with the usual supremum norm | • ||. Let Vn be an /i-dimensional subspace of CE. For some fixed compact topological index space A, let {L"}aeA be a set of linear functionals defined on Vn, such that, for each p in Vn, Lap is a continuous function on A. Now set ua. We will be concerned with approximating / by elements of Fg but first we will make a final Haar-like assumption on Fn, which we develop as follows. To each L", a e A, we associate a set (possibly empty) of elements {MB}SeBa in the dual of Vn such that, if p is in Fg, then Lap = la (or ua) implies that, for each ß in the index set Ba, MBp = ms (or ne), where mg (or ne) is some real number depending only on ß.
Definition.
For p in Fg a set ^ = {L"}aeh u {Mß}äe,2 u {ex}x6/3 of t (t may be infinite) symbols representing distinct elements in the dual of Vn (where I,<^A, 73c7i, and 72<= [Jaeh Ba) is called an extremal set for /and p of order t if (i) Lap = ua(orla),aeI"
(ii) |C/-/>)(*)HI/-/>||,*e/a,
Definition. If, for some/? in V%, \f-p\ equals the infimum of \fi-h\ where « runs through Fg, thenp is called a best approximation in Fg to/.
Definition. Vn is generalized Haar with respect to f and p, where p is a best approximation in Kg to / provided that the maximal extremal set for / and p of order t contains i' = min (t, ri) elements which are linearly independent in the dual of Vn.
The maximal extremal set for/and p is in fact obtained by taking I3 = {xeE;\(fi-p)(x)\ = \\fi-p\\}, I, = {a e A; La = la (or ua)} -{a; La = ex for some x e 73}, and h = U Ba-{ß\ Mß = La for some a e I,}. If A is empty then any extremal set consists of just point evaluations and the generalized Haar condition on Vn reduces to the ordinary Haar condition on Fn, i.e. any n point evaluations are linearly independent in the dual of Vn.
We will show in particular that, if V% is not empty and Vn is generalized Haar with respect to/and/», thenp is the unique best approximation in Kg to/.
We now give several examples, the first two of which will be seen to be special cases of Example 3, which we will show fits into the general scheme given above. In the sequel Pn _, will represent the space of real polynomials of degree no larger than n-1, i.e. Fn_1 = {c0 + c1xH-\-cn-,xn~1}.
Example 1 (Monotone Approximation). Let (e0, e,,..., eq) be a (a+l)-tuple with elements equal to ± 1 and let {k,}U0 t>e a fixed set ofq+l integers satisfying 0<ko<k,< ■ -■ <kq^n-1. "Monotone approximation" in C [a,b] by the set N={pePn_1; etp^'W^Q on [a, b], i = 0, 1,..., a} has been studied by O. Shisha [13] , G. G. Lorentz and K. L. Zeller [6] , R. A. Lorentz [7] , and J. A. Roulier [10] . Uniqueness of best approximation is shown in [6] when q=0 and in [7] for arbitrary q. . As an application of our theory, we will obtain uniqueness of best approximation for restricted derivatives approximation in case N^0.
Restricted derivatives approximation fits into our scheme as follows. First let E=[a,b] and let A = \J^=0{(x,i); xe E} endowed with the obvious topology.
Let Fn=Pn_i. Then for each a=(x, i) e A, we have Lap=p(k>\x) and to each such La, where k¡>0 and a<x<b, we associate the set of one element {Ma} where Map=p(k' + 1)(x). Next we set la = h(x), ua = ut(x) for all cc = (x, i) in A, and we find that N=Vl={pe Vn;la<iLap^ua, aeA}. It is clear that if p is in VI, then Up = 4 (or ua) implies Map =p«<+"(x) = l\l\x) (or t^\x)) = ma (or na) if kt > 0 and a<x<b. One can check that the remaining conditions hold. Surely Lap=p{ki\x) is a continuous function on A for each/? in Vn, and if La=ex for some a in A and some x in E, then la úf(x) ú ua. The fact that Vn is generalized Haar will be demonstrated in §3. Example 4 . Let E be any compact subset of the real line and let Fn<=CF. Further consider s elements L1, L2,..., U in the dual of Vn such that {L1, L2,..., U, eXr+1, e*r+2,..., exJ is an independent set for every choice of n-r points {xr + j, xr + 2,..., xn}, r^s, provided eXj^V, i=l,2,..., r; j=r+l, ...,n. Let Vl={p e Vn; l^Vp^Ui, i=l, 2,..., s}. (In the case l( = ut and V¿ex for any xe E, i=l,2,.. .,s, uniqueness of best approximation by elements in Vq was shown by Rivlin and Shapiro [9, p. 679] .) This example fits into our scheme where A = {l,2,...,s} with the discrete topology. Then we take Ma = 0 for all a in A, and the rest of the conditions follow immediately. For example, since any set of distinct elements {L1,..., U, eXr+1,..., eXn} is linearly independent, r ^ s, it follows trivially that Vn is generalized Haar.
Note. In the case lt = ut, i= 1, 2,..., s, a maximal extremal set y must contain all L\ /'= 1, 2,..., s, and so the condition on Vn can be relaxed to requiring only that {L1, L2,..., Ls, ex¡+1,..., exJ is independent (as in [9] Thus the continuous function I/-«|| achieves its infimum on {he Fg; ||«|| ^2||/-«0|| + ||«o||}> since this set is a closed and bounded subset of the finite-dimensional space Vn and hence compact. □ Theorem 2. If Vn is generalized Haar with respect to fand p, then there exists an extremal set for f and p of order n+l.
Proof. Let \\fi-p\\=p-Suppose there does not exist an extremal set of order «+1. Let ^ = {Lav}i = 1 u {M^}2 = r+1 u {eXiY,=s+, be of maximal order ig«.
Recall that la < + 00, ua > -00, la is upper semicontinuous, ua is lower semicontinuous, and la < ua except possibly at isolated points of A. Hence it is easily seen that we can find a continuous function ca such that either la<ca<ua or la = ca = ua on A. (This is the "Einschiebungssatz" of Hausdorff.)
Further define the function {ra}aEA by ra = min (ua-ca, ca-la) if -oo < la <; ua < +00, = ca-la if ua = +00, la > -00, = ua-ca if 4 = -00, ua < +00, = 00 if 4 --°°> ua = +°°.
Next, because of the independence of the functionals in ¡f, there exists a nonzero element q of Vn such that L"»c7= -sgn {La*p-ca), v=l,...,r, and q(xl) = sgn ((/-/?)(x¡)), i=s+l,...,t.
(Note that La*q # 0 if ray > 0.) Then for sufficiently small e>0 we have |/(x4)-(p + eq)(x¡)\ = \(/-/?)(x¡)-eqixt)\<p, i=s+l,...,t. But q and f-p are continuous on E and therefore sgn qix) = sgn if-p)ix) in a neighborhood J^of{xs+1,..., xj in E. Thus also \fix)~ip + eq)ix)\ <pinJ^ for sufficiently small £>0. Furthermore \(f-p)ix)\ <p in the compact subset E-Jf. Thus for sufficiently small e>0, |/(x) -ip + eq)ix)\ <p in iE-Jf)\JJf and so |/-(/>+«?)||</>. Now we must check that p + eq belongs to Kg for e small enough and then p + eq will furnish a better approximation to / than p, yielding the desired contradiction. Then for sufficiently small e>0, we have la<Laip+eq)<ua for a in A'. But by our assumptions, L"p and La<¡r are continuous on A, and ca is continuous on ,4. Hence sgn Laq = -sgn iL"p -ca) in a neighborhood ./F' of ^i' in A. Thus also la<Laip + eq)<ua in ./f7"' for sufficiently small e>0. Further we have la<Lap<ua for ae A-Jf"-Jf', where JT"={ae A; ra=0}. By assumption, ^T" consists of j ust isolated points of A ; thus JT* is open in A and so A-JÍ" -Jf' is compact in A. Thus by lower semicontinuity L"p-la and ua-L"p achieve positive minima on A-Jf"-V and so for e sufficiently small la<L"ip + eq)<ua {Laq is continuous and therefore bounded on A-Jf"-Jf'). Noting finally that for a in Jf", L"q = -sgniL"p-ca) = 0, we conclude that la^L"Íp + eq)-¿ua, for all a in A, for sufficiently small e > 0. □ Theorem 3. If Vn is generalized Haar with respect to fand p, then p is the unique best approximation in Vq to f Proof. If also p* is a best approximation in FJ to/ then so is p**=\p+\p*, since Vno is convex. Thus there exists an extremal set SP for / and p** of order tZn+1, say Sf={L°*}\ = 1 u {M^}%=r+1 u {eXl}\=s + 1. Then layúL°*p**, L«>p, L"-p* [April úua<i, and La*p** = lafiua) therefore implies that La*p=L"*p* = lav(ua), v=l,..., r.
As In the following four statements of theorems, suppose that the «-incidence matrix S satisfies the Pólya conditions. Theorem A (Pólya and Whittaker, see [3] ). Ifk = 2, then S is poised. Proof. Let if be the maximal extremal set for fand p. Now create an incidence matrix S=ietí)iZila',"'S representing the occurrence of elements of Sf as follows. If m, = ^i=, ex,,j=0, 1,...,«-1, then m0 is as large as possible but smaller than n + l and, inductively, given «i0, m" ..., m,-,, we take m, as large as possible, but smaller than «+1,7= 1, 2,...,«-1. We also insist that i satisfy the conditions of and so by Theorem D these t elements in SPX are linearly independent. Thus Vr+1=Pr is generalized Haar with respect to f-p2 and p± and so Theorem 2 applies to show that in fact /^r+2. Thus S satisfies the strong Pólya conditions. Now it is easy to see that i can be "trimmed down" to an «-incidence matrix satisfying the Pólya conditions. This is accomplished by changing pairs of consecutive l's to 0's in the rows, beginning over in the («+l)th column (recall ê originally has 77 +1 columns) and working backwards column by column until there are n or n +1 l's left. At this stage S still satisfies the strong Pólya conditions, as is easily seen. If there are « + 1 l's left at the completion of the process, then further delete a 1 from the end of a consecutive string of l's in a row beginning in the 0th column. This last step may of course result in S not satisfying the strong Pólya conditions but clearly S will still satisfy the Pólya conditions.
In this way we obtain an Ti-incidence matrix S of elements in ÍP which satisfies the Pólya conditions and the conditions of Theorem D and thus is poised. We conclude that SP contains n elements which are linearly independent in the dual of Pn_! and the result follows. □ Corollary 2. In the case of restricted derivatives approximation, if the approximating subset is not empty, then there always exists a unique best approximation^).
4. Remark. The results of this paper are also valid if, instead of the supremum norm, we measure the error by Moursund's generalized weight function [8] , or Dunham's ordering function [2] , or Griesel's error function [4] .
